Forex Elliott Wave Research Report

Description: Forex is the largest and most liquid tradable market. Is trading cross currency pairs difficult? We don't think so.

This research provides complete analysis of INR pairs for Forex traders. It includes short to medium term view on USDINR, EURINR, GBPINR and JPYINR along with charts, explanation of Elliott wave counts and other technical studies. This report is published on alternate days. It is sent across on your email id before the Currency market opens or can be accessed online.

Our study of technical analysis using wave theory and other orthodox indicators provides you detailed analysis of the short term and long term trend of major currencies along with their important support and resistance levels.

Get detailed analysis of major cross currencies which includes USD, EUR, GBP, and JPY along with dollar index. Also get analysis for important levels for USDINR and cross INR currencies traded on MCX-SX.

Here's what you get access to:

- Detailed analysis on what the world's most traded currency US Dollar is doing by analyzing Dollar index - that measures 6 major world currencies against USD
- In depth analysis of USD against EUR, GBP, JPY, key levels for these currency pairs with short term to medium term horizon where we see best trading opportunity is present
- Research on INR cross currency pairs against USD, EUR, GBP, JPY traded on MCX - SX, where we see the best trading opportunity lies with appealing Risk Reward ratio.

Contents: Elliott wave study along with basic technical tools applied on INR pair such as USDINR, EURINR, GBPINR and JPYINR.
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